immerse™ table

As space design requires more flexibility, organizations recognize the growing need for
adaptable spaces that support the diverse and dynamic ways people work. The Immerse
table creates a landscape of varied surfaces to support working in a communal way and
the temporality of meetings. It provides a community hub that transforms the evolution
of collaborative experiences, allowing interactions to organically change by the moment.

Designed By Studio Urquiola
Studio Urquiola was founded in 2001 by architect and designer Patricia
Urquiola. Located in Milan, the studio works in the sectors of product
design, interiors, architecture, installations, art, graphic design, artistic
direction and concept creation. In architecture, Studio Urquiola specializes
in residential, hospitality, retail, and exhibition markets.
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Culture, Community, Comfort:
People Make the Place.

immerse™ table
++ Immerse enables today’s workstyles by offering a micro
atmosphere with options for where to work in one space,
stimulating group interaction and supporting individual work.
++ The variety of shapes, sizes, and levels makes a space more
inviting, supporting different activities, and nurturing a
sense of community.
++ The Immerse table is available in four configurations:
• Single – one worktop in round, square, racetrack, or ledge.
• Stack – rectangular worktop with a lower sill for storing
personal items and work tools.
• Shift – overlapping worktops at different heights in seated,
counter, or bar height.
• Overlap – overlapping worktops at seated and
counter height.
++ Immerse offers variation in table heights to create
opportunities for combined sit/stand postures so everyone
is at a visible level.
++ The shift option allows for people to split teams into two
groups at adjacent worktops with varied heights.

Statement of Line
• Single: Round, Square, Ledge, Racetrack, Rectangle

++ Its scale provides ample space around it—similar to a
kitchen island— encouraging people to gather.

• Stack: Rectangle

++ Immerse adds a fun and unique personality to community
spaces—from conference rooms to project spaces, studios,
and dining areas.

• Overlap: Seated Height

++ An array of colors and materials create comfortable
workspaces that attract people seeking the coziness of
residential spaces.
++ Dress it up or down, and add accessories that support a
variety of activities.
++ Optional planters, either round or oblong, offer ease of
power access with a modern aesthetic, as well as storage
for meeting essentials.
++ Cables remain hidden to enhance communal activities such
as collaboration.
++ Immerse is a playful table solution with a residential
aesthetic that warms up the work environment.
++ Immerse helps create destinations that foster well-being
through physical, cognitive, and emotional ergonomics,
creating a sense of wholeness for people at work.
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• Shift: Seated Height, Counter Height, Bar Height
• Planter (integrated power and storage at center of worktop):
Round, Oblong

Finishes
• Wood Tops: Rift Cut White Oak, Clear on Rift Cut White Oak, Clear on
(Quarter Cut Walnut), Verdant (Quarter Cut Walnut), Brindle (Flat Cut
Red Oak), Mocha (Rift Cut White Oak), Tuxedo (Rift Cut White Oak)
• Legs: Clear on White Oak, Clear on Walnut, Ink on Ash
• Understructure: Smooth Plaster, Black, Rusty Red, Sable, Accent
Orange, Wren, Chartreuse
• Planter (Oblong and Round): Smooth Plaster, Black, Grey Tone, Terra
• Top Paint Colors: Polar, Vapor, Stormy, Black, Chalk, Gray Tone MDF Color

